
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO    : Leon Jaworski

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DATE: NOV. 23; 1973

: Henry Ruth

SUSJECT: November 21, 1973; Phone Callfrom Fred Buzhardt

Late Wednesday afternoon, November 21, 1973, Fred Buzhardt
called to statethat he was asking Howard Rosenblum of NSA
to come to the White H~useimmedlately to hear and otherwise
test their copy of the June 20 tape ~in order to~termine
the nature of the audible tone during the 18-minute portion
of the Haldeman-President conversation. Buzhardt stated
that he would inform me Friday of the results of Rosenblum’s
examination.

Mr. Buzhardt also said he apologized, but he could not
deliver Wednesday the promised letter detailing the schedule
for delivery of tapes and documents requestedby you and
the WSPF over these many months. He ~said that he had been
completely enveloped inthe latest tape ~incident.~ I stated
that I assumed he wouldhave such a letter here on Friday,
and he agreed. Buzhardt detailed some of his retrieval
problems regarding the requested documents, but the ~ven
details thereof were similar to past statements.

The only new addition was his suggestion that in our letter
of November 15 with WatergateTask Force requests, he thought
there might be an error and needed more details. He was
havingdifficulty locating any relevant material for
January 3; 1973; and also perhaps January 4. In addition,
he needs more details to honor the same letter’s request
for "talking papers." I told Mr. Buzhardt we would be
contactinghim about these Watergate Task Force requests.

cc:
Mr. Ben-Veniste~
Ms. Volner
Mr. Lacovara
Mr. Feldbaum

DO J--1973--04
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO    : Leon Jaworski DATE: NOV. 23, 1973

: Henry Ruth

SUSJECT: November 23, 1973, Phone Call from Mr. Buzhardt

Responding to Mr. Buzhardt’s telephone message taken at
my home when I was out Wednesday evening, I called
Mr. Buzhardt this morning. He stated as follows.

Howard Rosenblum of NSA had listened to Buzhardt’s copy
of the 18-minute gap on the June 20, 1972,~ tape and thought
the sound was oftwo types, both similar to the power hum
of an electrical appliance. Apparently, Rosenblum then
recorded on another tape the sound made first by the hum
of Rosemary~Wood’s electric typewriter and second by the
hum of Miss Wood’s flourescent lamp. Rosenblum then
played the sound made by these two appliances and compared
that with the sound during the 18-minute gap. Rosenblum
then postulated that the first ~four minutes of the 18-
minute gap portrayed sound similar to the typewriter hum
and the concluding 14 minutes of the 18-minute gap
portrayed the sound of the lamp. The preliminary postulation,
then, is that these appliances were being recorded in the
above order and for the above times during the 18-minute
gap of conversation. Mr. Buzhardt indicated they were not
sure what they would endeavor to present in court on
Monday.

Mr. Buzhardt and I also discussed the matters reflected in
my letter of confirmation to him under today’s date and
delivered to him this afternoon. You have a copy of that
letter. (~t the suggestion of Rick Ben-Veniste, and upon
your later telephone approval, I also had delivered to the
Wh£te House this afternoon a November 21 letter from you
t~Mr. Buzhardt ~requesting access to the relevant tapes of
April 18, June 4, and June 16, 1973, all of which (as
detailed in the letter) pertain to the court inquiry about
missing tapes. (With your approval, I signed your name
and appended my initials.)

cc: Mr. Ben-Veniste
Ms. Volner
Mr. Lacovara
Mr. Feldbaum

DO J--1973--04



December 12, 1973

Interim Report to Judge John J. Sirica

From the Advisory Panel on Tapes

In response to your expressed interest in our work to date, we

submit this report on the nature of our inquiry and our progress. The

report spells out the questions that we are endeavoring, to answer,

describes briefly the tests and techniques we are using to search for

answers, and gives some preliminary results concerning the tape of

June 20, 1972.

At your request we have been concentrating our initial efforts on

this particular tape. In doing so, however, we also have made sub-

stantia!progress in developing the procedures and experience that we

shall need to conduct our broader study on the authenticity and integrity

of the White House tapes in general. The questions that we have been

addressing are these:

Is thistape the original one that was recorded on
June 20, 19727 Does it contain erasures or splices?
Or is it a copy that has been edited by operations such
as cutting and splicing before re-recording?

HOW was the 18-minute ~ection of buzzing sounds produced?
Was all the buzzing produced continuously at one time?

Can speech sounds be detected ~nder the buzzing? ’If so,
to what extent can the speech be recaptured and made in-
telligible? .
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In order to answer these questions, we must obtain information on

many technical details. Toward finding the information, we have set

up and started to use several tests and approaches described briefly as

follows:

critical listening: using human analytical capabilities to
check for anomalies in the signals recorded and for inadvertent
signals such as hum, which might provide useful clues for studying
the tape.

Flutter signature: a unique "finger print" that may help us
to identify the particular recorder on which a given tape was
recorded.

Bias signal:, a high-frequency tone that "carries." the audio
signals on a tape and may help us to identify the recorder and
recording events.

Magnetic images: direct visual observation of "developed"
tape to find track widths, the type of recorder used, and the
presence or absence of residual speech signals.

Physical measurements: lengths of tapes and presence or absence
of physical splices, to provide further evidence on tape integrity.

Long_term~frequency spectra: sensitive analysis technique to help
in characterizing the acoustic quality of the buzzing sounds and
in identifying their source.

Computer processing and graphic display: sophisticated techniques
for analyzin~ frequency spectra, start and stop transients, and
other features of speech and noise.

voice operated switch: measurement of operating characteristics
of devices used in the White House recording system, for our use
as signature .information.

Recorder performance: various electrical and mechanical measure-
ments of standard and modified recorders for use in finding
possible origins of buzz sounds, hum, etc.

These tests involve the use of facilities and equipment of many kinds,

-both standard and’ specially adapted for this project. The items we have

been using include: frequency spectrum analyzers of several types; ad-

vanced digital computers and special computer programs; visual graphic
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displays and hard-copy graphic printers; fixed and adjustable filters;

specially modified tape recorders; techniques for direct visual inspection

of magnetic traces on tapes; and meters and specialized electronic instru-

mentation.

The results obtained from the many, different kinds of tests and

instruments bear a resemblance to the pieces of a jig saw puzzle. The

first few pieces give almost no clues as to how they fit together. As

the picture unfolds some of the pieces are seen to be misplaced and must

be moved. And when many pieces combine to suggest the overall pattern,

then each piece begins to corroborate the correctness of adjacent pieces

and the solution to the puzzle seems torush toward completion. However,

the analogy when applied to tapes must be extended in a most important

way: some of the pieces Of the puzzle are lost and probably can not be

found, and some of the pieces really belong to a different puzzle.

Because of the inherently fragmented nature of the technical evidence

that We can obtain, owing to missing pieces, and because of the large

number of related pieces of evidence in this tape puzzle, reliableanswers

will be slow to emerge and many of.the answers will have to be stated as

probabilities -- not certainties.

Atthe present time we have reached two conclusions that appearto

be correct with a high degree of probability. The electric typewriter most

probably did not cause the 18-minute section of buzzing sounds. And,

the tensor ~lamp probably did not cause this buzzing. Our tests made with .~

sophisticated instruments .have failed to.give any indication that either

of these devices causes such sounds to be recorded on the tape.
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We /have reached preliminary conclusions on some other questions

also. Our several exploratory attempts to identify speech sounds within

the~18-minute section of buzz have not succeeded. We now doubt whether

recovery ofintelligible speech from this section will ever be possible,

but we withhold final judgment on this point.

Also in a preliminary way, we report that we have been able to

operate a Uher recorder, the one identified to us as the one that Miss

Woods used, in such a manner as to produce and record a.buzzing sound

that closely resembles some of the soUnds in the 18-minute section.

This buzzing was recorded with the tape moving forward at 15/16 inch,

but did not show up in high-speed rewind operation with the record button

depressed. Tests in progress or being analyzed should lead us to a

reasolably firm conclusion about the source of the buzzing in a week.or
SO. !

:The preparations and tests reported here have resulted from a very

large amount of intensive work. During the three weeks since November 21,

the day on which you announced our appointment, the six of us collectively.

have spent about 50 man days working on the problem of the tapes. Added

effort amounting to about 100 man days ha~ been spent by some 20 other

specialists working for us under our direct, personai, and intimate

supervision. The work has been done at several locations, especially

including the laboratories of the Federal Scientific Corp. in New York

City and of Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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According to our present best estimate, we expect to complete

our stud~ of the tape of June 20, 1972 and submit a report on it to

you early in January, 1974. Then we shall be prepared to pursue the

more general study of the tapes if you so desire. If you have any

questions about the material contained in this interim report, please

feel free to call upon us for clarification.

Respectfully submitted,

Richard H. Bolt

Franklin Cooper

James L. Flanagan

John G. (Jay) McKnight

Thomas G. Stockham, Jr.

Mark R. Weiss



?,~aterlal for re~se D~cember 13,. 1973

Neither the lamp nor the typewriter used by ~iss Joods

~as a likely cause of the 18-minute buzzon the ~aiteHouse tape

of June 20, 1972, according to a preliminary, results found by the

Court’s advisory panel and released today by Judge John J. Sirica.

At the request of the Judge, the advisory p.amel of ~echnical

experts has been directing its attention mainly to the tape

recorded on June 20 in an effort to find out what equipment and

Conditions might ~ha~e caused the~buzzing sounds heard during-.a

stretch of slightly over ~18 minutes on the tape. Tests made with

sophisticated instruments have failed to give any iudioation that

the electric typewriter or the tensor lamp, if used in the

arrangement described in testimony, would have produced the

pattern of buzzing sounds~observed ~n the tape.

Yet to be confirmed by further study are some indications

that ~the Uher recorder could.ha~e produced the buzz and that.

any speech that might have been recorded under the ~buzz probably

will not be retrievable. The panel expects to report its

conclusions concerning the tape of June 20, 1972 shortly after

the first of the new year and then will continue its compreheuslve.

study of the authenticity an8 integrity of the tapes ingeneral.

Appointment of the panel members, Richard H. Bolt, Franklin

Cooper, J~mes L. Flanagan, John G. (Jay)~cKnight, Thomas G.

Stockham, Jr., and !~ark ~eiss, was announced by Judge Sirica on

~ovember 21, 1973. Since t~ot date the panel members together

~’~ith several other specialists working directly with them have

spent about 150 man-da~s of effort in settin~ up instruments and

procedures and m~king preliminary tests.



~ihe work, ,1;hic~nvolves use of snectr~m ~_~lyzers, computers,

graphical displays, and other advanced equipment, has been           (

conducted in several facilities including those of the Fed.eral

~cientiflc Company in New York City and Bolt Beranek and Ne~an Inc

in Cambridge,
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

IN RE GRAND JURY SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM ]
ISSUED TO RICHARD M. NIXON, OR ANY
SUBORDINATE OFFICER, OFFICIAL, OR ] Misc. No. 47-73
EMPLOYEE WITH CUSTODY OR CONTROL OF

F ICERTAIN DOCUMENTS OR OBJECTS ]

MEMORANDUM           JA~S F. OA v~ y, Clerk

These proceedings, commenced on October 31, 1973, have to

date produced approximately 2800 pages of testimony by twenty-three

separate witnesses, and nearly 200 exhibits of every description.

The objective throughout has been to determine whether anyone has

attempted by unlawful means to resist the grand jury subpoena duees

tecum of July 23, 1973 issued to the President.

The grand jury subpoena has been ruled valid and binding

on the £resident to an extent defined in the opinion of this Court

and that of the Court of Appeals for this Circuit. The President

on October 23, 1973, stated through counsel that the subpoena would

be honored as required. Since that time~ in three instances known

to the Court, there has been a failure to comply: the tape recording

of a June 20, 1972 telephone conversation, the tape recording of an

April 15, 1973 conversation, and an 1100 second portion of conversation

on a June 20, 1972 tape recording (sought under parts 1.b., 1.i., and

1.a. of the subpoena respectively) have not been produced for ~n

camera examination. As in any case where a party is required to

honor a subpoena and full compliance is not forthcoming, the failure

to produce may or may not be justified. Where such a question arises,

the Court generally pursues an investigation into the matter to

determine responsibility and justification.



Reproduced at the National Archives

In pursuing this central issue here, the testimony has

principally concerned what might be called three component issues:

(i) the chain of custody of subpoenaed materials, (2) the record of

access to those materials, and (3) the physical or technical integrity

of the subpoenaed matter. As suggested above, the investigation

has been both lengthy and involved, and in the Court’s opinion, not

yet conclusive. The proceedings have now arrived at a point where

the Court has essentially three choices regarding their future.

The Court might elect to terminate the hearings entirely without

additional testimony of any sort. As a second choice, the Court

could suspend the proceedings and recommend to the Special Prosecutor

that he conduct a grand jury investigation of the entire matter.

Thirdly, the Court might proceed with additional evidence-gathering

in the hope of one day being able to finally resolve the compliance

issue. Of these alternatives, the Court has elected to follow the

second as the preferred course.

Analyzing the evidence now before it, the Court would

consider it a dereliction of duty to terminate the present inquiry

without further action of any sort. Substantial questions remain

unanswered. It would be inappropriate to thus abruptly terminate

a proceeding of this kind in any case, but particularly so in a case

possessing the significance of this one.

At the same time, the subject matter of these proceedings

does not appear capable of a simple or swif% resolution. There

remain to be delivered reports on the technical analysis of nine

tape recordings and possibly other materials as well. It appears

also that, lacking extensive out-of-court investigation at this

juncture, continued in-court hearings can accomplish little. In

short, we have reached a point where the present fact-gathering

process is no longer an efficient one.

2 -



The final alternative, a referral to the Special Prosecutor

for grand jury action, has affirmative characteristics to recommend

it. The grand jury, able to enlist the aid of court process, assisted

directly by the Special Prosecutor, and assisted indirectly by other

agencies, is uniquely equipped to conduct the sort of investigation

now required. Where allegations of wrongdoing arise, the grand jury

is the traditional institution charged with determining whether criminal

charges are warranted. It is the Court’s considered opinion that a

distinct possibility of unlawful conduct on the part of one or more

persons exists here. A grand jury should now determine whether indict-

ments are appropriate.

These statements cannot be construed as identifying any

particular wrongdoer or unlawful act. The Court refrains absolutely

from accusing any person or persons, and refrains as well from a final

conclusion that any illegal conduct has occurred. Rather, the Court

has concluded from the evidence now before it that the possibility

of unlawful tampering with or suppression of evidence is sufficiently

strong to merit grand jury scrutiny.

In view of the foregoing, then, the Court hereby strongly

recommends to the Special Prosecutor that he give immediate and

serious consideration to opening a grand jury investigation into the

possibility of unlawful destruction of evidence and any related offenses.

It is suggested that the Special Prosecutor and grand jury consider the

entire record of these proceedings, and that they give attention as

well to future reports of the panel of experts treating additional

materials produced under the July 23rd subpoena. The Special

Prosecutor is free, of course, to incorporate within the investigation

any suggestion of tampering that related to evidence in his possession

obtained independently of the instant subpoena. Should the Special

Prosecutor choose to initiate an investigation as recommended, the

Court sees no need to continue these proceedings, at least for the

present, and they would therefore be suspended.

3 -
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The Court also takes this occasion to instruct the panel

of six experts, jointly selected by White House counsel and the

Special Prosecutor and appointed by the Court, to continue their

analysis of the nine remaining tape recordings and any other

subpoenaed items that may be submitted to them for testing. Their.

work is to continue subject to the same restrictions and procedu~

that have applied heretofore. They will report from time to time,

as they deem appropriate, to the Court, White House counsel and the

Special Prosecutor in joint conference. The Court and counsel

express their appreciation to all members of the panel for their

diligence, and urge. them to conclude their work at the earliest

practicable time.

These proceedings are now declared recessed, and will~be

deemed suspended indefinitely should the Special Prosecutor commence

the recommended grand jury investigation.

Chief Judge



FEDERAL BUREAU OF    INVESTIGATION

I
/

GEOFFREY C. D:~PARD, AsSociate Director. Office of
the Domestic Counsel, °.°~"~’",~:~_~,. Houce~ was Intervie~red in bls office,
Room 2~ .... n,,utl~e Off!co Buildlt~. The ~n~erv!nw commenced
a.~ 12"5~ p.m. ~,d ,~;as concluded at 2:31 p.m. ZHEFARD advised

~’~’~’,~’-~ of ~ny D~ble~s ~elat!nz ~o a qzD o~ hum

new~ ~ro~am, on ~-,’,~,,~:,,, .,,.,~,~_., eveninr~. :~ovenbe~ 21, 1973, that
~he ~;~ had disclosed ~;~’erma%~on concemnln~ dama~ to the ~ape
of the Ju~ ~0, 19Z2~ meet~ns ~=een the ~esldent end ~i.

At nbou~ 2:00 p.m. the followfn~ day, Nov~bem
~,~,~,~ ab his residence nnd told

to~n to he!9 out on the problems involved ~n ~K .the tapes
availzble ~o ~he co~ the follow~ ~onday.

SI~PA~D ~o~nte(] out thut Dnny of the I.,"S attorn~.vs
bad left to.:,~ fo~ the holldaF weekend. Acco~iin? to SHEPA~,
General HAIG cnl!od bi~,~ at ho~e about fou~ tlue~ du~InZ
~anks<ivin.~ even!n~, exhorting hir;~ to contact cut-out-town
attorneys and d.nstruct them ~o ~eturn to ~4ashin~<ton, D. C.
(i~C)    Genes,a1 ,~AI~ di4 not specifically dlsc~,ss the nroblen
of the ~esident-~ALD?~:~A~ t~oe ~i~h SI/ZPAqD, as. best S~[EPAP~
recnlls, bu~ the sl~nlflc~co of this developnen~ was obvious
to SHEPARD.

Also durin~ ’- ... t,.e evenin~ of November 22, 1973,
cal~.ed at home by Special Counsel to ~he ~esldent, J.

~; ~’~ ..~..,~. him to rcpo~ to DUZi~RDT’s office~UZ,.A~,D,, who Instru-
8:00 a.m. the follo’~g momn~n~, F~Iday, 2ove~er 23, 1973.

S}~PARD =rated be w~s not clozely ~cqualnted with
either Gener~l HAIG o~ [~UZ~{£RDT and he presumes his s~wlees
were reeruiSed because he was one of the few poodle available
ower tbo holldny weokend.

SI.~PA~D said his only involvement in ’.’late~.~,ate
this ti~e related to the hirlnz of attorneys for the

Interviewed on~__ot

RICl~ T. MARQUISE
This documenl contains neither recommendotions nor conclusions of lhe FBl. If is lhe properly ol lhe F81’ ond is loaned Is your ogency;

il and its contents ore not to be dlslfi~uted outside your agency.

e
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capacity by Jufi~e JO}!:i SULLIVA;-~ u, hom he identified as a
"Sit-in Judge" of the Illinois State Court of Aopeals, in
Chica~o, illlnois. ~ ....~ ~,~’"o~,~z~,~ advised Judge SULL~.~., had been
offered the position o~" Special Counse! to the President,
refused the position, but remained at the ~;}[ In an advisory
capacity un$il someone else could be named.

Si~PA~D advised he te!eohoned .Judge SULLIVA?~’ in
Chica.go durin~ the evenln~ of ff~.~nl~:s~Iv~n~ day and asked
him to return to :,rDC. Jud,~-e SULLIVAn’; :.:as reluctant to return.
accordln~ to S~PAFhD, but did so on Friday or Saturday morning;
S}..r~PA:]D could not recall which day.

At re.bout 8:00 a.m., Friday, ?:ovembe~ ~3, 1973,
S}~PARD reported to BUZ!TA~D? at the latter’s office. At

~ uUZ~D~ e..oh._ned to that for about the
Past. ~-;eek he. and a race exoert~ n?:~med }{O]-~A~D o-,,~=~.,n~O~_,,~,.,...,,,,,.,~<.,_..., whom
~u~.~.u~ had recruited from the ~at!onal Security A,~ency,
had been conductin~ so~e experiments ~o detorm]ne If the[~
could duplicate the hum. or buzz, on the June 20, 1972,
HALDE~IAN tape. BUZHARDT told SHE?A~D that he and ~OSE~[BLO0:~
believed the~, had succeeded in duplicating the hum bF turnln~
on a tensor !and and electric tyoo~-.Titer on ROSE ~A~Y ~.~OODS’
¯ dezk ~.~hile si;:~ultaneously operatlr~ a Uhcr ~000 taoe recorder.
BUZHA~DT ~as not ~ore specific concern!n~ precisely what tl~ey
had done as S}~2PARD best recalls. S~O~PAHD advised he does

the identical Uhe~ 5000 --corder used by [~las ,u,~ ....
t~ansc~ibin< the tapes and does not ~ow what tapes they used
In the experir.ents. ~.t .... A,,D ~esumed they used the sa~e
recorder and a copy of the original tape because It ~as his
understanding t,,e or!~Inals were under seal for transmittal
to the court.     ~.,~,e~;=Da~O,~,,,. does not know If anyene was involved
in these tests other than o~r~,;anD’~ and ROSENBLOOM

S}?ZPA’..ID stated BUZHARDT told him that, despite
the apparent success in duplicating the hum, there ~’.~.s a
problem of ROS~F:[BLOOM’s being unable to testify to this in
court because of his position in the ~at!onal Securlt.V Agency
(];SA).    As related by SHEPARD, BU"~~’~’~~,,.,,,~ did not elaborate
on this point and SHEPARD presumed ROSE~!BLO0~: must be assigned
to ~..~SA in a covert c,.-,,oaclty or somethln~ of that nature.
BUZHARDT directed S!’.’[:PA2D to obtain the services of nn independent
tape expert, who would conduct similar exoerlments and who "~ould
be able to testify in court. SHEPARD agreed to do so and made
numerous phone calls to determine where he could locate a tape
expert.
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SHEPARD advised he kne.~, at the time that a soeclal
3Panel o,~ taoe experts had been sel._vt~d~ ~ and a...~re~’ . ~ unon bythe Staff. of the Special Prosecuto~ and the I-~4 Staff to perfo~
experiments and tests of the ori~inal tapes. He saw no reason,
however, to not conduct some experiments to try and explain tbe
h~,m as long as the    .~ ~~-- . o~,.~nal tapes were not touche4, q~e or~.ginal
ta~es were to be furnished the court.on the £ollo~¢ins
and it ~z.[~s hoped tha~ a siz~le explanation for the hum could
be dete~ined prior to that time.

SIIEPARD then made teleohone calls to a ~eat runny
persons on ~r!day mornln~, a~,~In~ for sug<estions as to ~ho
would be a suitable ~ ~.pe expert to conduct the experiments.

!~OSENBLOOM (XSA) reco~nended a ~!r.
in New Jersey to SHEPARD. SHEPARD contacted ~FEER by phone
and MEEKER said he was not avail~.ble but recomnen~ed a
}~I,L of ~CA, ~ew Jersey. ]~L~., also said he was unaval~able.

~,.~,, both reco~end~d RAYIndi~apolls, indiana.               - ~        ,,,,1,,,,.,~ of RCA,

S}~PARD then called RAY WARHE~.~ at the Home Instruments
Division of :qCA, Indianapolis, at about 2:00 p.m., Friday
~fternoon, Movember 23, !973, and explained the problem to
him. WA[IREN a~-eed to conduct the experiments only if HCA
managemen~ agreed to his doln~ so.

SHEPARD then telephoned the General Counsel of ~CA,
~hose name S}[EPAHD could not recall. The RCA General Counsel
expressed reluctance to become involved and indicated RCA
~ou!d do so only ~¢ith the written ~ermisslon of either Judze
SIRICA, Special Prosecutor JAVORSKI, or the Attorney Genera!
of the United ota~es
the RCA Genera! Counsel from this POS!t!Oil because of the time
element. The VCA Gcne],al Counsel fIoally amyeed, but made
the specific eclat that al! of WARRX~’s expenses ~ould be paid
by RCA. SHEPARD said that this a~meement was subsequently
fulfilled.

SHEPARD advised that RAY WARRE}; of RCA appeared at
his office dur!n~ Saturday afternoon, .’;ovember 24, 1973. ,G~{EPARD
and ~’!ARRE~.~ proceeded directly to BUZHARDT’s office ~,~bere BUZHA~DT
spent about 15 minutes exolaining to k,2,~o~,, what Bu-:~’~

~-~- and~08EUBLO0~:I bad done durin~ their experiments to duplicate
the hum. nlr,r-r~o~,:,~,.,~n.~ also played the hum port,on of the June 20,
1972,. tape for %IARREN on a machine In BUZHARDT’s office. S]~PARD

. /,
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advised he assumed this was a copy of the original taoe but
he has no factual knowledge as to what tape DUZH,~qDT, used.

SI!EPARD advised there were other persons in BUZ}!ARDT’s
office durd,ng this discussion but they were occuoled with other
duties and not particioatln,z in the tape discussion. He was
unable to recall who else ~.:as in the room but presumed them
to be men, bets of DUZHARDT’s s~aff.

DUZUA~DT instructed UAR~..,, to conduct his experiments
in ROSE ~RY IIOODS’ office u~Ing ~he Uher 5000 tage recorder
located there.

At about 8:00 p.m., Saturday nizht, tTovember 24. 1973,
S}-~PARD, Judge SULLIVAH, ~.!A~RE?~~ and GREGORY HAY~ES, an attorney
from BUZI!ARDT’s staff, obtained the permission fro~ General
HAIG’s secretary to enter ~<~,,- UOODS’:,~,.,~ of’lice and d~d so. Another
attorney from DUZI[ARDT’s staff uns in the group and S}[EPA~D
believes it ~as DICK ~USER. S~[EPARD could not recall positively
it was HAUSER. ~:o ene else entered Hiss WOODS’ office to the
best of SI~PARD’s recollection while the experiments were
made.

~,:,.""~"^n~.~ ~:., stated when this £roup.. entered ~fiss ~.’OODS’. ....
off~ce, ~ Sony taoe-recorder was on her desk. Thi~ machine
was removed and replaced with an Uher 5~00 machine which was
on the desk of one of ~Iss UOODS’ secretarlcs, l[iss ACTOR, Just
outside the door to ~[iss WOODS’ office, SHEFARD said he presumes
this was the sa~:e machine used by Miss WOODS at the time the
erasure on the June 20, 197~, tape occurred but he was not positive.

According to SI!EPARD, the exoer~_mentln£ commenced
using a blank tape on the Uher 5000 recorder. :[e said he is
poaltive a blank tape was uzed. There ~as no p~rtlculnr procedure
used and the process was disorganized and unDrofcsslonal.
the tape expert, ~-;as unfamiliar ~.~Ith the equipment and one of
BUZHARDT’s attorneys operated the controls. SH£PA~D thinks it
was !{AY!~ES. Different combinations of lamps, electric typewriters,
and recorder settin<s were tried and they were unable to. produce
a sound like the one on the pcrtlnen~ tape or copy they had
heard in BUZHARDT’s office. The experimental process was not
documented. At least one call was made to BUZHARDT by one of
the attorneys to advise him they were having, no success. BUZHARDT
suggested certain settings which were tried, also with no success.
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SHEPA~D described the experiments as a "circus".
He became ’~"- ~-" ~a~.~-.~u..~,e~ and left acre- about 15 ~n~,+.~, return!n~
to his office at the ~xecutlve Office Building (EO3). SH~PAR~
did not ....... ,~or~ to     ~,U~H:%RC, T on the results off exner~ments
~:hlch !/A[’.RE?~ ].ato~. told h.i:~ were ne~fiive. RAY UARRE~[ reburned
to Indlanapoli~ eaFIv the follo~:~ng ".fon~2ay morn[n.~. SH~P.~RD
said he does not kno~.z ho~ ion~ the exoerimentln~ continued on
Sat~ay night or who remained In t.~Iss ~,ZOODS’ office.

SHEPARD adv.~.sed he was tunable to recall ever ~.~%l.:ing a
statement to the eff.~;ct that ~v- ..,_,,~ ~.~RY ~-/OODS would confess
to the erasure. SH[,)PARD does not deny he may have m.ade such
a statement, ho~.~eveu, becsuse the fact that BUZH.~DT told him
to expe~*Iment ~n ~Iss IIOODS’ office [ts!n~ her equipment,
certainly ~,.Dlied that ~his was ,~¢he~,e ~he problem had occurred.
SHEPARD said he cannot recall that EUZHA~DT, or anTone else,
specifleall[~ Infforz~ed him that ~[Iss WOODS, had alreacJy admitted
to an accidental, oartia! erasure on ti~e pertinent tame. SHEPARD
stated he 4oes not remember that anyone In the ~{ ever told
him this officially prior to his learnin~ of this development
throuzh ~’~,~u,,~ public ~ed!a. S~PA~D did reiterate that, from
the ti~ue he was first asked to arrange fo~ the experl;nents,
there was an obvious imollcat!on that [,[Iss ~I00DS had done some-
thing wrong In her office with-an Uher 5000 tape recorder.

S~PARD advl.sed he has never, heard of a person named
RAY PARSONS and the name means nothing to him.

SI~PAED advised that the only other res~ponsiblity
he has had in connection ~:Ith the ~,,"..1 taoes subpoene~ed by
the court was that he ~,~as one of the ’three persons selected
to listen to conies of the pertinent tames a~d rmke corrections
on the transcripts prepared by V.Iss UOODS. The other t’~o persons
were I.]UZHARDT and DAVE PO;.,~~S. SHEPA,qD does not remember exactly
which trar~.scr~ots he corrected but remembers he did ~ot correct
the June 20, 1972, HALDEV,~N tape or any of the JOHN DEAl," tapes.

Sh~PARD advised the corrections of transcripts were
made after the ori<inal tapes were furnished the court and these
duties ~ere completed about the middle of December, 197~ He said
he has had nothing to do ~ith any aspect of the tapes p%Sblem
since that tlne. S}{EPA~D said he does not know w)mt was done
with the corrected transcripts.

SL~.P,~RD stated he .made no ~Itten record off the circum-
stances relating to the above discussed ex~erlments except



for the routine lo:gs kept of his teleohone calls Prom his
offlee. .’fie ;,’os Unable to recall

anvth~n~ elserela£1ng ~o the h’H tapes which might assist In th~s inquiry.
~f.n~ icance

cou~t Pl’Oeeed!nqs .... , r~entlon that he h~s been attend!n.< the
~heneveP Possible and
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COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY, INC. 5508 Pot! Royal Rd.,Sprlngfleld, Vo. 22151

MEHORAN~UM
703/321-888~

SUBJECT: Evaluation of Report on Buzz Section in White }louse Tape of
20 Junb 1972

DATE: 29 January 1974

As a result of queries from the news media, Dektor has made certain evalua-
tions of the report and testimony provided by the panel of experts commissioned
to evaluate the White House tapes. The report, and our subsequent evaluation,
pertained to the 18.5 minute segment referred to as the buzz section.

Our objectives in this evaluation were:

1. To determine, insofar as possible, if the factual statements available
were valid, probable or possible.

¯ "     2. To determine, insofar as possible, if the conclusions reached by the
panel could be supported by the available facts.

3. To determine, insofar as possible, if the panel’s conclusions were the
only conclusions which could be drawn from the facts or if other supportable
¢onclusluns might be drawn from the same facts.

Definitive investigation as it would pertain to the subject tape section and
th~ specific Uher 5000 recorder identified as Exhibit 60 was not possible, of
course, since we had no access to them. For the most part, our investigation
involved verifying general tape recorder technology, as it would seem to pertain
to this situation; duplicating the results which were observed by the panel on
the tape; and, in the brief period they were available to us, verifying that a
Sony 800B and an Uher 5000 do, in fact, leave such s~gnatures. Much of our
duplication of the 9esults observed by the panel’was accompl~shed with several
Uher 4000 recorders, which we have readily available. Significant tests were
repeated subsequently with the ~er 5000 and the Sony 800B when they became
available to us. The Uher 4000 and the ~er 5000 apparently use the same re-
~£~d!play back and-er~e |ie~ds an~ the ~amg"bias oscillator circuitry. Schema-
tic diagrams of the Uher 4000 were available to us; schematic diagrams of the
Uher 5000 were not. Additionally, it is not known that the Uher 5000 to which
we had access was exactly similar in all respects to Exhibit 60.

Our testing techniques were similar to those of the panel, in that we used
a magnetic developing process to raise the signatures and images described;
however, our magnetic developing was accomplished with a device kno~n as a tape
viewer, manufactured for this purpose, rather than by dipping or painting. The
device contains a so]ut~on similar to that used by the panel, sealed beneath a

~" Research & D{,,velof)ment o! Co~tntOr~ntelh.qunco and So{:(tnty l~(Tu~f)ment ~" Design, Fabrtcation& in:;tallat~on el Spr.,c~al ReOu~fefnent
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transparent sheet. Its advantage lies in that resolution of the development
process sometimes can be improved by tapping the viewer, which is not possible
~$ith dipping. That we attained greater resolution with the viewer is probably

borne out by our identifying .bo~h lines of the record-hcad-stop signature, while

the p~nel apparently identified only one. There should be two, of course, for
the two edges of the recozd-he~d gap, just as there arc four for the four edges
of the two erase-head gaps.

The results of our testing and developing were photographed and copies are
included with the designation A through U. Not all of the designated photographs

are directly pertinent to this memorandum, but are included simply to preserve
the alphabetical sequence. Specific photographs will be referenced by letter,.
as appropriate, in the following discussion.

Certain of Our findings completely support those of the panel ~nd will be

dealt with in an abbreviated fashion; others will be considered in more detail.

I. It is completely agreed that a properly functioning Uher 5000 (or Uher

4000) recorder produces a fo~K=~o~je, eraseqhead-stop signature (Photograph A)
and that a properly operatl]~g Sony 800B produces a-two-line erase-head-stop
signature (Photograph B), for the reasons expressed by the panel. The erase-
head-stop signature of the Sony 800B could appear to be that of the Uher 5000

only if two Sony 800B signatures appeared side-by-side, resulting ~n four lines.
Other observations, such as line width and density, line length, and interhead
spacing probably could resolve even this unusual occurrancc. It should be noted,
however, that decreasing the DC power-supply voltage to the bias oscillator stage
will decrease the amplitude of the bias signal and will degrade the erase-head-
stop signature of the b~er 5000 to three lines, two lines, and finally, no sig-

nature at all. It would be more probabl~ to mistake a degraded Uher 5000 signa-
¯ ture for a normal Sony 800B signature than the other way around. We accept that

the four-line signatures almost certainly did not come from the Sony 800B and,
if Exhibit 60 is the only other choice, that they almost certainly must have
come from it. Analysis of the wow and flutter patt:erns could indeed establish

a probability that a recording was made on an individual machine; however, in
the absense of some dramatic malformation of rotating parts, it is unlikely that
this can be established with certainty.

2. Based upon the info~nation available to us, ~e~.. cain not. accept_ the con-
clusion that manual manipulation of the keyboard controls was required to pro-
~ucethe erase-head-stop signatures. The erase-head’stop signature will be

produced at any time that the tape is .in contact with the erase head and the

DC power supply voltage to the b~as oscillator drops to some value, character-
istic of the individual bias os’cillator transistor, which is less than that
transistor requires to sustain oscillations. Ii~ fact, it is in just this
manner that the erase head in the Uher 4000 (and probably the Uher 5000) is

activated and deactivated. The output of the bias oscillator is not switched
to the erase head by the record key; the DC voltage to the bias oscillator is
switched to the oscillator by the record key. While the test which r~sulted

in Photograph S was made for another purpose, Photograph S demonstrates the
results of electronically switching the DC power to the bias oscillator on

and off at a rate of approximately eight times per second with the tape being
transported at 15/16 inches per second. The display in Photograph S is that

of alternate "erase-head-stop" signatures and record-head-stop signatures.
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Several hundred iterations were recorded to determine the consistancy of the
recording of the signatures. From the standpoint of this current discussion,

it must be noted that the .tape was in motion at 15/16 inches per second through-
out the Photograph S test and the recording key was not manipulated at any time.

In-fact,_ the recording key was not depressed at all during this test.

3. A further point of possible disagreement lies in the panel’s description
of the record-head-start signature; however, this may he a problem in semantics.
Photograph E displays the record start point of the Uher 5000 with no audio sig-
nal input to the recorder. Very faint 60 Hertz hum bars can be observed, but
there is no discernable start signature, other than the beginning of the first
hum bar. Photograph T illustrates the point at which a re-recording of a strong
60 Hertz signal begins over a previous 60 Hertz recording. The beginning of the

second signal is. visually obvious because it is out of phase with the first. This
particular phas~ relationship produces a wider line where the totaI width of one
new line partially overlaps and adds to part of a previous line. This type of

juncture could result also in a narrower dark %~ne,. a wider space, and a narrow-
er space, depending upon the phase difference. If the phase of the new signal
were the same as the phase of the old, it could result in no indication at all.

Photograph U illustrates two points at which similar lines appear. In this
tracing, no re-re=ording was involved. In fact~ no start of recording was in-
volved within the displayed portion. It is, rather, a continuing recording of
a strong 60 Hertz signal with the o¢¢urrance of a "noise pop" at each of the
~wo points. The noise pops were caused by the rapid discharge of a capacitor.

4. The panel has apparently afforded little significance to the malfunc-
tion of the power supply~ except to opine that this situation may have made
the recorder more "sensitive" to noise s~ikes on the power line. It appears
to us that the power supply malfunction could be of considerably greater sig-
nificance.

When a power supply (transformer, rectifier, and filter) goes i~to total
failure, as this one did, it is usually as a result of sudden massive current
drain (e.g.,.from a shortcircuit across the output of the power supply) or a
degrading, in use, of a substandard component or components. In this latter
case, indications of malfunction are frequently inte~nittent and may occur
over an extended period prior to complete failure. Several variables influ-
ence the extent and frequency of the intermittent indications from marginal
power supply components, including normal voltage-level fluctuations in the
con~nercial power and, possibly, voltage spikes from the sam~. source. Usually,
either or both of two components constitute the problem: a filter capacitor
and/or a rectifier diode. It is our experience that, more frequently, a sub-
standard electrolytic ¢apacltor initiates the p{oblem and affects one or more
rectifier diodes. Electrolytic capacitors have a relatively low mean-tlme-
between-failure figure.

When operating properly, the rectifier bridge converts the Alternating
Current power from the transformer secondary windings to full-wave rectified
Direct Current. The most simple filter uses a ].a~ge filter capacitor (elec-
trolytic) to smooth the full-wave rectified fluctuations to a point at which
the fluctuations do not produce a significant or objectionable 60 Hertz humiin
amplifier circuits. Four types of power supply malfunctions are described be-
low:

-3-



I. Diode Omen. If one of the diodes fail to conduct, the full-wave recti-
fier becomes a half-wave rectifier and the voltage output of the rectifier bridge
goes to and remains at zero for half of each 60 Hertz period. If the filter is

functioning properly, some smoothing will occur; however, the resultant power
supply ~oltage will rise and fall between a peak and a minimum at a 60 Hertz rate.

The minimum wili depend upol’~ the amount of filtering provided and the magnitude
of the peak. The magnitude of the peak is influenced by commercial power fluctu-
ations. The least problem this would cause is the creation of a 60 Hertz noise
signal in the amplifiers and the output. It would cause the bias oscillator to

turn off for such periods as the power supply voltage was below that required by

the bias oscillator transistor to sustain oscillation.

2. Diode Short. If one of the diodes shorts (i.e., becomes able to conduct
in both directions), the rectifier will again produce a hal.f-wave output with.
the same result~ described above. Additionally, it will place an essentially
short circuit across the transformer output, through a second diode, for one-

half of each 60 Hertz period. Almost surely, over a period of time, this will
result in catastrophic failure of the power supply.

3. Open Filter Capacitor. If th~ filter capacitor opens, either by loss
of its ground or its opposite connection, its function ceases i~mediately. If
the rectifier is operating pr6perly, this results in power supply excursions
from peak voltage to momentary zero voltage and back at twice the 60 Hertz rate.

This would result in a heavy 60 Hertz signal in the amplifiers and turn-off of
the bias oscillator for periods dependent upon the level of voltage required

for it to sustain oscillation.

4. Filter CaDacitor Break4o~,~. If the filter capacitor breaks do%~, the
output of the filter goes to essentially,zero volts. This removes power from

¯ both the bias oscillator and the amplifier stages and would stop both the erase
and record functions, but not necessarily the tape drive (transport). If the

breakdown were continuing, it would result ultimately in catastrophic failure
of the power supply. If it were for short durations, it would not. Momentary

breakdown may produce nothing discernable but a "noise pop".

These malfunctions may occur either completely or to some variable degree
and either discretely or in some combination. At any time that the DC voltage

drops below that required by the bias oscillator to sustain oscillations,
"erase-head-stop" signature or partial signature will result. Intermittent

capacitor breakdown can cause degrading of a relatively sub-standard diode and
the shorting failure of this diode can result in the failure of a second diode,

as previously described, for the ul’timate failure of the power supply.

According to their report and by their subsequent testimony, the panel bases
their conclusions 3 and 4 upon the assumption that the mechanical interlock with
the record key had to be manipulated to produce the erase-head-stop signa’ture

and that the lines which they observed in the midst of recorded 60 Hertz signal
were caused by the beginning of new recording over old, which would necessitate
tape rewind (reversal) and reinitiation of the forward recording action. Based
upon the. foregoing, we have determined that the same indications can be created

by the described malfunctions. Specifically, if the record switch lever were
depressed and the tape were in forward transport, either by means of the play
button on the recorder or the footswitch, during a continuous 18.5 minute re-
cording it is feasible that power supply malfunction would produce the buzz,

the presumed start-stop indications, and the presumed record-start indications
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(by "noise-pop"). It appears at least feasible that the entire scenario des-
cribed in the report a~d the graph and in the ensuing testimony could result
f~om an inte~aittently defective power supply with the recorder in forward
continuous transport, without stops or reversals, for the e~tire buzz section.

In considering the data available and the results of ou~" owt= testing of
equipment and tapes other than those specifically in evidence, we can not state
that the po~er supply did, in fact, cause these indications, nor can we say that
the conclusions 3 and 4 reached by the panel could not have been the cause. ~e
can say only that the power supply problems provide an apparently equally feas-
ible alternative, if considered from a technical standpoint, rather than a human
motivational standpoint.

Allan D. Bell, Jr.
President
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dektor
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY, INC.

MEMORANDUM

5508 Port Royal Rd., Springfield, Va. 22151

Cable Address- dektor, Springfield

703 569-2900

SUBJECT: Evaluation of Report on Buzz Section in White House Tape of
20 June 1972

DATE: 25 February 1974

In our previous memorandum on this subject, dated 29 January 1974, we
discussed an apparently equally feasible alternative to the conclusions 3
and 4 of the panel of exp~rts. Since then, we have given further consider-
ation to evaluating the probability of the occurrance of the scenario des-
cribed by the panel.

The panel has described the erase-head-stop signature as being 0.5
millimeter wide (i.e., its dimension measured along the long axis of the
tape). The tapespeed at whic~ the buzz section was made has been specified
by the.panel as 15/16 inches per second. At this taping or playback speed,
the erase-head-stop signature width has a time measurement of 21 milli-
seconds (21 one-thousandths of a second); that is, at the 15/16 inch-per-
second tape speed, 21 milliseconds are required for the erase-head-stop
signature~ from the beginning to the end of its width dimension~ to pass
a given fixed point.

The panel has described six points on the tape in the buzz section where
the erase-head-stop signature appears, presuming recording and tape transport
were stopped at such points and subsequently reinitiated to accomplish erasure
and buzz recording for the following section(s). At two of these points, the
third and the fourth, the erase-head-stop signature isdescribed as being
partially erased. One of these is further identified as an D~er 5000 signa-
ture, which probably means that.a least 3 lines of the characteristic 4-1ine
signature of the Uher 5000 are observable. The other is not identified as an
Uher 5000 signature, probably meaning that no more than two lines are obser-
vable. Translated into terms of time at 15/16 inches per second, the partially
erased signature, identified as the Uher 5000 signature, would be expected to
be between 13 and 20 milliseconds wide; the other no more than 12 milliseconds
wide.

Now we will examine the panel’s scenario in light of these observations.
If the person carrying out these five (or nine) erasure operations did, in
fact~ stop the recorder at the end of the preceding segment~ rewind~ place the
recorder in playback to listen to the~buzz, and stop the recorder at the end
of the buzz in order to place the recorder back in the record mode to continue
with the erasure, he (or she) had to have perceived the aural stimulus of the
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cessation of the buzz, reacted, depressed the STOP button (approximately ¼ inch
of movement) and the tape had to have come to a stop, all in 13 to 20 milli-
seconds, in the one case, and in approximately 12 milliseconds, in the other.
This, of course, is not humanly possible. If this sequence of events consumed
as much as 21 milliseconds, the erase-head-stop signature would have passed
beyond the erase head and no partial erasing could have occurred.

If the panel’s hypothesis is incorrect, some other explanation must exist,
since the panel observed the partially erased signatures. Other possibilities
are considered below:

a. Chance coincidence. When it is considered that 0.5 millimeter is less
than two one-hundredths of an inch, and these segments are inches long, the odds
against the chance coincidence of stopping the recorder at the proper point are
probably hundreds to one for either occurrance and certainly thousands to one
for the two occurrances.

b. Overshoot and reverse. This approach considers that the person
involved hears the end of the buzz section, stops the recorder, realizes that
he has passed beyond the buzz and reverses the tape. The very high speed of
the reversal on the recorder makes success essentially as improbable as in
chance coincidence. This’approach also assumes a purposeful attempt to achieve
coincidence, the accomplishment of which achieves no recognizable purpose and
the attempt at which involves the risk that at least some small segment may go
unerased. Going well back into the previous buzz segment to begin the next
segment would appear to better fulfill the inferred purpose.

c. Counter. On the Uher.5000, a change of one digit on the counter
(e.g., 0 to I) represents a minimum of approximately I0 inches of tape. Estab-
lishing coincidence within on to two one-hundredths of an inch by use of the
counter is almost as improbable as chance coincidence.

d. Stop and re-start~ without rewind. This possibility assumes that the
person manipulating the recorder records a buzz segment, stops the recorder,
and, without other intervening action, returns the recorder to the record mode
for the next segment. If, for the subsequent segment, the record button and
the play button are depressed simultaneously, in the usual manner, the activa-
tion of the erase head will erase the previously deposited signature. The two
buttons can be depressed sequentially, provided the first depressed is held
down until the second is depressed. If, under these circumstances, the record
button is depressed first~ the signature is erased. If the play button were
depressed for 12 to 20 milliseconds before the record-button, the partial
erasure could occur. What remains unclear is the purpose served by stopping
the erasure and recording of the segment simply to start again without inter-
vening action.

e. Power-supply malfunction. Any of the power supply malfunctions, des-
cribed in the previous memorandum, which would deprive the bias oscillator of
sufficient oscillations for 12 to 20 milliseconds, would leave the partially
erased signatures. The signature would have been deposited when the power
supply voltage dropped and the erasure of that portion which had not yet passed
beyond the erase head would occur when the appropriate voltage level returned.
The most likely cause of such a short-duration voltage drop is the punch-through
of the power supply filter capacitor.
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In view of the foregoing, it is concluded that the scenario which describes
reversal, playback, stop, and reinitiation of record is essentlally impossible,
at least as far as the two partially erased signatures are concerned. Chance
coincidence, overshoot and reverse, and establishing coincidence by use of the
counter are almost equally improbable. Stop and restart, without rewind, is
possible, but seems to serve no useful purpose. The effect of power supply mal-
function is consistant with the observed indications.

President

& SECURITY, INC.
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dektor
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY, INC.

MEMORANDUM

5508 Port Royal Rd., Springfield, Vs. 22151

Cable Address - dektor, Springfield

703 569-2900

SUBJECT: Evaluation of Report on a Technical Investisation Conducted
fo___~r th.__~e U.___S. District Court for the District of Columbia by
th__.~e Advisory Panel on White House Tapes~ Draft of May 3~ 1974.

DATE:     30 May 1974

When we did our analysis of the "Summary Report" released to the press,
we had very little information to work with. The panels descriptions were
general and consisted more of conclusions than data. The additional in-
formation developed during the hearings about this report was vague and
somewhat contradictory. The confusion concerning the electrical circuity
powering the motor, the relays and solenoid, and the electronics (amplifier
and bias oscillator) affirmed to us that the decision that manipulation of
the keyboard had been effected several times was~ at least, precipitous.

Some of what the panel described we were able to replicate; for example,
the erase-head-off signature was the same, in our tests~ as that described
by the panel. We also reproduced the record-head-off signature, although,
in our case, we achieved two distinct closely spaced bars, while the panel
achieved one. We opined, at the time, that this difference may have been
the result of lower resolution of the ferrous liquid development system
which they were using. There may, of course, be differences between indivi-
dual recorders.

Because the sketchiness of the data available did not allow us to
validate or invalidate their conclusion as a feasible conslusion, we elect-
ed to use the same data to provide an equally feasible alternative, which
we did.

We were in hopes that our’raisi==g our alternative would spur the
development of more definitive data .than that which was displayed in the
Summary Report and the testimony that followed. In the ensuing monthsi
it appears that the panel has accomplished a great deal.

In our first memozandum honcerning this matt,-r, we stated that we
were proposing an apparently equally feasible alternative to the panel’s
conclusion that there were a number of instances of keyboard manipulation
involved in the 18.5 minute buzz secti.,n.

We have examined the Report on a Technical Investigation CondUcted
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fo_~r th.__~e U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia b_~ the Advisor~
Panel on W----~ite House Ta--~-~raf~-~of May 31 1974. Evaluation of the
information contained therein has allowed us to take a considerably st~onger
position. It allows us to state with confidence that the panel’s conclusion
concerning, keyboard manipulation cannot be valid and a reasonable hypothesis
based upon power~supply malfunction has become probable. Attempting to
prove precisely what combinations of intermittent problems in the bridge
rectifier, a filter capacitor, and, possibly~ with a loose ground connection~
may now be an impossible task, since the rectifier bridge suffered cata-
strophic failure and was replaced, as was reported in the draft report~
and certain unidentified ground connections were "tightened"~ as was reported
during the previous testimony. Ultimately~ the question seems to be; was the
recorder manipulated at the keyboard? If it was not~ what actually occurred
may be academic. It is to the question that we have addressed our evaluations.

We have provided the detail of our evaluation at the attached Tabs, at
which we hmve considered the repeatability of the displayed data, analysis
of the data provided dealing with the three possible instances of buzz-
on-buzz, analysis of the data provided concerning phase continuity~ analysis
of KI pulse data~ correction of certain apparent misconceptions concerning
"record-head-on" pulses, and, lastly, a point-by-point evaluation of the
panel’s identification and intePpretation of the observed events.

There follows a brief sunmnary of the information contained at the
six TABS:

a, The techniques employed by the panel for charting and display of
wave form and spectrographic~data are not sufficiently repeatable to provide
the basis for definitive conclusions based upon minor or moderate differences
in cross-comparlsons or apparent sameness when minor or moderate differences

would change the ionclusion. (See TAB A for a detailed treatment of this
problem.)

b. The basis which the panel uses for identification of "record-
head-on pulses appears to be without reasonable foundation. They have
apparently confused pulse amplitude with pulse duration and, in this regard,
have failed to note the significance of tape saturability. From the wave
form traces they present concerning this type of event, it seems that any
pulse, from any other source -- power line transient, switch arcing, relay
contact arcing~ or electrolytic capacitor pop in the audio circuits or in
either power supply -- would produce a similar pulse~ if its amplitude
were sufficien[ to saturate the tape.. It is our considered opinion that,
when a "i00 millisecond pulse" is observed in the wave form tracings, it
is only evidence that a pulse of some minimum ~r~litude has occurred from
some unidentified source, which source may be record-head turn-on. ~

The second problem concerning the "record-head-on" pulses is the
presence of double or multiple pulses, which have been either denied or
ignored by the panel. The multiple pulses seem to establish beyond
question that k~yboard manipulation can not have been involved in those
cases where mul=i~le pulses exist. (See--~B E for a detailed treatment
of this problem.)

c~ The re~ort describes three alleged buzz-on-buzz situations in
the 18.5 minute buzz section. Study of the wave form and spectrographic
charts p~rtaining to these sections reveals no discernible buzz-on-buzz
for the 1.22 second period in which ~t must be present if the panel’s
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theory were correct. (See TAB B for detailed treatment.)

d. The report cites six events at which the panel states that phase
discontlntlnuity is present, which leads them to the conclusion that~ at
these polnts~ the recorder was stopped and restarted. In three cases~
their findings are illustrated by oscilligraphic photography of time
domaine wave form and phase measurement. We must assume that the other
three, if displayed, would provide comparable tracings.

We have determined that the phase meter traces are influenced by
amplitude changes, which may or may not be significant. Of more importance
is the fact that a change of motor speed of less than one percent, other
than a stop, can account for the shifts displayed and that the so-called
phase shift embodies a gradual fre~l~ency change over a four-second period.
None of these findings lead to a decision that the recorder was stopped.
When the power arrangement for the motor is considered, it seems most
probable that the discontinuity displayed results from a motor-speed
change resulting in power-transformer overload. (See TAB C for details.)

e. We have determined that KI pulses, when they exist, must be caused
by~sllght arcing of the KI switch. The same signal~res can be produced
by any arcing in ~ny switch or relay in the equipment, a power-line
transient, or by any electrolytic capacitor pop in the audio circuitry or
in either power supply. The plethora of similar pulses in the portions
displayed make those that fulfill the panel’s criteria acceptable as
random occurrances. (See TAB D for details.)

f. TAB F contains an event-by-event evaluation of the panel’s
identification and interpretation of the observed events.

In this evaluation, we have limited ourselves [~ what we consider to
be completely significant areas. We have avoided considering methodology~
philosophy, or technique, except wl.en it is significant to the salient
problem. We have demonstrated, by means of the multiplicity of "record-
head-on" pulses, that most of the presumed keyboard manipulations could
not have occurred without adding the unique signature of the erase-head-
off, which was not present in these cases. We have observed with amazement
the arguements for buzz-o~er-buzz when, with the displayed graphics~ none
can be discerned. We have seen, in the phase-continuity portion~ an
assumption of a 100% change, when the mathematics supports less than I%
which appears attainable by completely innocent means. We have examined
the argument for KI pulses and have found nothing that could not have
been explained by chance.

We have noted~ with some perplexity, an apparent tendency to ignore
the obvious and to attribute an occurance to a specific cause, when there
could have been any one of several causes. We perceive the continuation
of a problem which existed in the Sun~nary Report and the testimony p~r-
taining thereto: the failure to examine alternatives.

We conclude from our hurried evaluation of the data presented, that
there i~ no reasonable case for keyboard manipulation. In fact, the data
presented tends to disprove the possibil~.ty of kenboard manipulation.

Allan D. Bell, Jr.
President
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HOME SERVICES,. INC. REPORT ON DEER 5000 TAPE RECORDER

.    Home Services, Inc. tested a Uher 5000 recorder, the same type and
model, mechanically and electronically, as Bxhiblt 60. It will be described
as the "H, S..Uher" in this Report.

The H~ S.. Uher did operate physically,, mechanically and electronically
in the same manner as Exhibit 60 described in the Draft Report of the
Advisory Panel on the Tape of June 20, 1972.. A copy of the Panel’s Report
was supplied for our evaluation.

We evaluated the data in the Draft Report in light of our many years
of experience with tape recorder repairs and specific experience with the
H. S, Uher machine. Since we had no access to the evidence tape, we must
assume that the data accumulated by the panel are substantially correct.
We believe, however, that not enough research was done on the recorder
itself. For this reason, the Advisory Panel’s conclusions do not exclude
other conclusions equally supported by the Panel’s data.

In our report we will be primarily concerned with the tape recorder
functEon (or malfunction) which could have caused the 18~ minute gap and
buzz on the June 20, 1972 Tape. Specifically, it is our conclusion that
with the Uher 5000 tape recorder malfunctioning in the manner described in
IV’ below, with the record button in up position, and the foot pedal being
used to operate the tape transport system, both an erasure and a 60 cycle
buzz can be placed on the tape leaving the marks and other data substan-
tially as described in the Panel’s Draft Report. Thus, we take issue with
the Panel’s Conclusions 3 and 4! that keyboard operation was necessary
to produce the evidence tape in the condition described by the Panel, and
that the production of the gap and buzz required several segmented stops
and starts involving keyboard operation:.

The Advisory Panel on Tapes assumed no malfunctioning of the Uher
recorder. There is no evidence that the Panel tested: for any of the
malfunctions whlc~ it has been our experience, are common intape r@corders.
Our report indicates only one of the possible malfunctions which could
produce the data described by the Panel. We are not prepared to rule out
other-malfunctions producing the same results which we did not have time
to fully investigate,

"SERVICE is Our Middle Name"
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I. H. S. Uher functions.

The H. S. Uher will play, record, rewind and fast forward
conventional reel to reel recording tape.

The H. S. Uher will play, record and rewind (fast reverse)
with a microphone device equipped with a ~wltch to perform
these functions when Itis plugged into the socket designated
mlc-remote.

The H. S. Uher will play and rewind when a foot pedal control
is plugged into the same mic-remote socket.

The H. S. Uher will record and erase when the buttons on the
keyboard marked "record" and "start" are pressed down
simultaneously.

The H. S. Uher will erase wlth the foot pedal rewind when the
record button only is depressed.

The H. S..Uher will record and erase when the microphone
attachment is plugged into the mic-remote socket, even when
all the buttons on the keyboard are at neutral.

IIo Circuit deserlptton~,

The H. S.~h~.~e~d~_ag~ era~e~ at a~.y time power pae~es~
fro~ the ~v..vA~ ~uppAy ~nrou~n ~wo relays labelled play-ree~
relay and are designated on the circuit schematic as
(KS). Power,passes through the relays to ~round through the
record switch connections numbered ? and 8, and thus co~pletir~
the circuit..

The H. S. Uher records and erases with the microphone because
power goes from the K3-K~ relays to pin#6 (the center p~n),of
the mtc-remote socket through the cable wire thro~h the
phone switch and back the cable to ~round at pin #i of the
mic~remote socket..

a}~ It is necessary to understand that the mlc-remote socket
is about }" in diameter, has 6 contact pins at its rear
(inside). Five of the pins protruding from slightly inside
the clrctueferenee of that~c~rcle and the sixth pin protrude~
from directly in ~he center.

b) ~lres soldered tothe protrudlng pins are supposed to be
spaced .or bent far enough from one another so they will
not accidentlytouch and falsely engage or complete the
circuits of the wires.               ¯

c) There is no form of insulation to prevent one pin or wlre
from touchin~ another in the event it should be bent.

S’at~JV leUO~,eN a~ ]e paonpoJdaE]
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The schematic, for practical purposes, shows the wires from
relays K3 and K4 to the mlc-remote socket to be very short.
In actuality, they are wires of about 20 inches in length and
must go from the record circuit board in the center of the
mechanism over to the mlc-record socket center pin #6 and also
goes around the side of the control panel across the front to
the record switch pip #7 located in the center front.

~., Actual recording and erasing is not accomplished until K3 and
K4 are energized, they being connected mechanically to various
switches in the relay housing. When the power path is completed
the metal actuator is magnetically pulled toward and held against
the core. In this forward position these switches make contact
for the various record head, erase head and amplifier circuits
that are necessary to perform the function of magnetizing the
tape particles. When this sequence has occurred similar
signature marks to those on the 18} minute segment will appear
on the tape.

Agreement with and reservations about the Panel report.

We-conclude that the panel has analyzed the tape thoroughly
and most of their ~ata is, without question, accurate.
However, we do disagree with their interpretation of K-1
marks as they show on the tape.

Functions of the machine button controls can produce most all
of the marks present on the tape. We disagree that at -3 seconds
the erase-off mark could be put there by momentarily pushing
the record button and then releasing it. Our interpretation of
that waveform is that it was an erase-off mark while the tape
was moving.

3. Our conclusion agrees that none of the hypothesis examined by
the panel could by themselves have caused eraoure and re-recording
of the tape. We do, however, have these two reservations,

a) Power supply intermittent failure could have contributed
greatly to the amplitude variation of the buzz at the
beginning and ending of the 18½ minute segment and could
have been responsible for many of the clicks or marks
interpreted by the panel as being K-1 marks.

b) The foot pedal could have been instrumental in moving the
tape back and forth during the 18½ minute segment while not
in itself causingany erasure or re-recording.

Lack of K-I marks at many of the places K-1 marks should have
occurred rule out, in our minds, the notion that the ent~
18} minute erasure was done only with the hand operat~ ~u’" ttons,
particularly in the first l0 minutes of re-recording.



5. Many of the K-I marks purported to be K-I marks do not look
to us like the K-1 marks in the simulated examples

¯

IV. How we feel the erasure and buzz occurred.

Anytime the H. S. Uher machine was in a record mode either by
conventional record means or by grounding K3-K4 relays by
spurlcus connection, a loud buzz would be recorded on a test
tape if the record volume control was in the ful___!l on position.

A spurloua contact of the center pin of the mlc record socket
with one of the other pins at the circumference could be caused
by the moving or Jostling of the foot pedal cable.

We feel that as the machine was operated with the foot pedal
a spurious connection closing K3 and K4 could be responsible
for erasing and recording.
Analogy~ Most people are familiar with what we are calling a

spurious connection! they have had experience with
flashlights that will not light until they are tapped,
banged or shaken, or with a T.V. tuner that will
give better pictures if the tuner knob is tapped.

If the waveform at -3 seconds is a moving erase off signature,
as it certainly appears, the only possible explanation would be
an instantaneous on-off connection that was so rapid the
mechanical portions of K3 and K4 did not respond far enough
to engag~ the contacts that turn on the record head, but did
move far enough to engage the erase head during that instant.
The human hand and brain could not possibly react this rapidly,
~,~t a slight Jar of the recorder could accomplish it. There is
no way manipulation of hand controls can produce this mark if it
is a moving erase off signature. Hand manipulation requires
a record head off mark 1.22 seconds from the erase off mark when
the tape Is_movlng. Compare waveforms at TM 3.11, TN 3.56, TN 3.61
and TN~3.29Y

This machine has several solenoids which slam in and out as
rewind and forward modes are selected by the foot pedal. This
vibration or shaking of the machine could make or break a
spurious connection at the mlc record socket.

Operation of K3 and KS by this type of connection would produce
record head on, record head off and erase head off signatures
without the K-I signature. The Panel has not found K-I pulses
at many points we feel K-I pulses must have been to support the
Panel’s conclusion.

sa~qoJV leuofleN aq~ ;e peonpo~da~
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Ve Our report has dealt only with the probability of a spurious contact
at the mic remote plug as it seemed most likely because of cord
manipulation. And because we did not have time to explore additional
failures that could have caused the same occurences, we would like
to add that after having again carefully examined the schematic we
can see other places where short circuits, misplaced wiring and or
bare wires might~cause the same phenomenon.

It was noted on two seperate occasions while the H. S. Uher was in
the lp_~mode with only the play button depressed and with the machine
suspended at a tilt angle of approximately 45~, K3 and K4 relays
energized for no apparent reason and for no apparent cause. Inspection
of mic record socket showed at that time we had all pins properly
seperated. Inspection of the wires showed no perceptable contact to
ground and our only conclusion could be that a circuit completion
of K3-K4 occurred through some fault within the relays themselves.
(A contact in one relay would energize the other as they are both
connected together.)
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A. K. JORDAN
President

J. R. JORDAN
Vice Pr~ideut

P. J. GIORGI
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HOME SERVICES INC.
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Exclusive Heights MAGNAVOX Sales & Service

~915-19 MAYFIELD ROAD
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS, OHIO 44121

DIAL - 381-7400

May 29, 1974

ADDENDA TO SECTION IV, H. S. UHER REPORT OF 5/24/74

e

H. S. Uher will record and erase in forward direction using
the foot pedal when the center pin and pin #3 of mic-remote
socket are touching. K3-K4 relays close when pedal is
depressed and open when released. K3-K4 stay open when foot
pedal rewind bar is depressed. In this condition start button
on keyboard panel functions normally and does not actuate K3 and
K4 relays.

When foot pedal is depressed and machine is malfunctioning the
operator will hear a moderate buzz similar to an unrecorded
area of tape and will continue to do this as long as the
forward foot pedal is being depressed.

James R. Jordan

RECEIVED

"SERVICE is Our Middle Name"
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Research Institute and the White House, it is understood that the

White House will inform the Court of the existence of this document

and will furnish the Court with copies of this document if such copies

are requested.
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I INTRODUCTION

This document is a review of a report entitled "The Tape of June

20, 1972," which was submitted to the United States District Court for

the District of Columbia by its Advisory Panel on White House Tapes.

The Panel’s report describes a technical investigation that was con-

ducted to determine the cause of an 18.5-minute erasure contained in

the presidential tape of June 20, 1972.

Stanford Research Institute (SRI) was retained on January 22, 1974

by Mr. James D. St. Clair, Special Counsel to the President, to provide

technical consultation for the White House. We were requested to inter-

pret available scientific information relating to the tape of June 20,

1972. In addition to our role as consultants, we conducted some pre-

liminary experimental work during the period January 31, 1974 to February

7, 1974. We sent our data on magnetic signatures to Mr. St. Clair on

February 8, 1974, and submitted a summary report of our earlier work on

February 28, 1974.

On February 18, 19, and 20, 1974 we met for the first time with the

six experts of the Panel. We discussed our experiments and results, and

were shown various data that the Panel had obtained from the Evidence

Tape. As a result of this meeting, further experiments were conducted

by the Panel and by SRI. It should be noted that at no time did SRI

experiment with the Evidence Tape or with the Uher 5000 tape recorder

designated Government Exhibit 60. There were several subsequent meetings

with individual members of the Panel during which new data were exchanged

and discussed. In the course of our association with the Panel, we have

made many contributions to its work.                                         ~



On May 4, 1974 we received the draft of May 3, 1974 of the Panel’s

report and were asked by Mr. St. Clair to prepare a written review. We

submitted our review of the draft on May 10, 1974. On May 13, 1974 the

Court held a closed hearing with representatives of the White House, the

Office of the Special Prosecutor, the Panel, and SRI in attendance. The

Court decided that the Panel’s report, as well as SRI’s review of this

report, could be made public.

II THE PANEL’S CONCLUSIONS

In the draft of May 3, 1974 of its report, the Panel reiterated

its original conclusions (first reported to the Court on January 15,

1974) with respect to the cause of the 18.5-minute erasure contained in

the tape of June 20, 1972:

"1. The erasing and recording operations that produced the

buzz section were done directly on the Evidence Tape.

2. The Uher 5000 recorder designated Government Exhibit 60

probably produced the entire buzz section.

The erasures and buzz recordings were done in at least

five, and perhaps as many as nine, separate and contiguous

segments.

4. Erasure and recording of each segment required hand

operation of keyboard controls on the Uher 5000 machine.

5. Erased portions of the tape probably contained speech

originally.

6. Recovery of the speech is not possible by any method

known to us.
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7. The Evidence Tape, insofar as we have determined, is

an or±ginal and not a copy.

In our report of May 10, 1974 we indicated that we were in agree-

ment with Conclusions 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7, and that we had a reserva-

tion about Conclusion 4. Our concurrence with six of these conclusions

was based on our knowledge of the Panel’s work: The experimental

methodology used by the Panel was appropriate for the collection of

relevant and reliable data. The analysis and interpretation of these

data were performed with skill and professional competence.

We were uncomfortable with the degree of certainty expressed in

Conclusion 4. This conclusion implied that all segments of the erasure

were necessarily the result of manual operation of the keyboard controls.

Our reservation about this conclusion was based on our belief that the

tape recorder in question was electronically faulty at the time when

the erasure was produced.

Our report of May 10, 1974 was made available to the Panel during

the Court’s hearing on May 13, 1974. The Panel agreed with us that

Conclusion 4 was too strong and announced to the Court that it would

therefore reword this conclusion as follows:

"Erasure and recording in at least five places on

the Evidence Tape required hand operation of keyboard

controls on the Uher 5000 machine."

The Panel held to its position that faulty operation of the machine

was not materially involved in producing the erasure on the Evidence

Tape.

3
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III POSSIBLE MACHINE MALFUNCTION

We still believe that the Uher 5000 tape recorder designated

Government Exhibit 60 was electronically faulty at the time when the

erasure on the Evidence Tape was produced. It is our opinion that this

particular machine did not perform in accordance with all of the manu-

facturer’s specifications. Because a faulty machine can produce some

marks that are similar to those observed on the Evidence Tape, we feel

that possible internal malfunction must be kept in mind while develop-

ing an explanation for the 18.5-minute erasure. The Panel, however,

categorically rejects any hypothesis based on internal malfunction.

We find it somewhat unreasonable to reject all hypotheses involving

a faulty, and therefore possibly illogical machine, even though a few

hypotheses of this kind have been formulated, tested, and rejected by

the Panel and by SRI. While the hypotheses that have come to the

attention of the Panel and SRI have been disproved when scrutinized

theoretically or experimentally, it is still possible that an acceptable

hypothesis can be advanced by other scientists.

We believe that the 30-volt power supply in Government Exhibit 60

was faulty at the time the erasure on the Evidence Tape was produced.

In support of this view, we offer the following evidence:

At the beginning of its test program, the Panel was

able to use Government Exhibit 60 to reproduce the

buzz signal contained on the Evidence Tape. Later on,

the machine failed to operate and the trouble was

traced to a defective bridge rectifier in the 30-volt

power supply. After this component was replaced, the

Panel could no longer reproduce the buzz signal. This

observation suggests that the power supply may have



been faulty in some respects when the erasure on

the Evidence Tape was produced.

The buzz signal on the Evidence Tape exhibits several

unexplained erratic variations in amplitude. These

amplitude variations were probably caused by an inter-

mittent condition in the power supply of the machine.

Twelve click marks were found on the Evidence Tape.

The Panel mentions these click marks in its report,

but offers no explanation as to the origin of these

electrical transients. Perhaps the transients came

from the power line, but a more likely explanation

is that they were caused directly or indirectly by

a faulty power supply in the machine.

Now, if certain intermittent conditions are present in the 30-volt

power supply of a Uher 5000 tape recorder, both predictable and erratic

switching activities will occur in the control circuits of the machine.

Experiments conducted by the Panel and by SRI support this statement.

Such switching activities may account for some of the marks observed on

the Evidence Tape.

Furthermore, intermittent conditions could well produce transients

that either closely resemble, or obfuscate the identification of, so-

called K-1 pulses. K-1 pulses are marks produced by an internal switch

that is mechanically actuated by most keyboard operations. The pre-

sence of a genuine K-1 pulse is interpreted by the Panel and by SRI as

strong evidence of manual operation of the keyboard controls.
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I V SUMMARY

We are in general agreement with the Panel’s report, but we dis-

agree with the Panel’s treatment of an underlying issue. The substance

of our disagreement is that the Panel finally and irrevocably dismissed

the possibility that a faulty machine was involved in producing the

erasure on the Evidence Tape. We believe that the Uher 5000 tape

recorder designated Government Exhibit 60 was electronically faulty at

the time when the erasure was produced. In our opinion, it is still

possible that some internal malfunction of the machine, although un-

determined and unexplained by the Panel and SRI, could have been partly

responsible for the 18.5-minute erasure on the tape of June 20, 1972.

6
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Rose Mary Woods objects to the receipt as evidence in this her

Trial by this Court of any Report from the Advisory Panel on Tapes, to the

extent that such a report reflects any opinion or experiment in the areas of

tapes and tape recorder technology.

For the reasons herein set forth Rose Mary Woods hereby respect-

fully requests that the Court refuse receipt of the proffered Final Report of

the Advisory Panel on Tapes.
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Charles S. Rhyne
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839 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006
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W.~SnLWG~o.w, D. C. 20006

(202) 347-7992

l~ebruary 6, 1974

CABLE ADDRESS
CHASRHYNE

The Honorable John J. Sirica
Chief Judge

United States District Court,
District of Columbia

United States Court House
Washin, gton, D.C. 20001

Dear Judge Sirica:

1 regret that the necessity of a Court of Appeals argument
prevented my attending your conference on The Advisory Panel last
Thursday.

Before making [hc. poi.nts ! wou!~] h~v:: made at thai Confercnce
let me call another related matter to your attention. On Friday I
represented Rose Mary V~roods in her voluntary appearance before the
Grand Jury. We arrived some 15 minutes early and because the Special
Prosecutors were late ~vere subjected to some 30 minutes of uncalled
for bombardment by the media before she was taken behind the closed
door. Then for some 3 hours before a lunch break, and 3 hours after,
the press bombarded me with all the questions I have refused to discuss
during my representation of Miss Woods because of my belief that cases
should be tried in Court rather than in the press. But due to the physical
arrangements made there was no escape. I was requ{red to sit there in
the hallway surrounded by the press. The press were apparently made
more insistent and more eager by the announcement on Friday by the
Court, that the Court was discussing the priorities of work for the
Advisory Panel. The press ran back and forth all day from your Cha,r~bers
to the hallway in which I was required to sit.

Due to the presence of the press in the hallway at all times, my
client was completely denied her right to Counsel. She saw that, any
time she would come out into the hallway, no privacy existed since I was
surrounded by the press. The only break in 6 hours of intensive
questioning by 2 lawyers, who had 2 lawyer helpers, was one time when



my client walked out accompanied by an Assistant Special Prosecutor

to secure a docu~nent.

I recommend you order that arrangements be made in the future

to avoid this shocking situation. I realize Counsel have no right to

privacy. But persons testifying before grand juries have a right to
consult Counsel who are not at that very moment of consultation sur-

rounded by a very hostile press.

Had Ibeen able to be at the Thursday Conference, I would have

presented the following:

I am enormously troubled by the grave damage and threat to the
reputation, the livelihood, the civi~l liberties and the constitutional rights
of my client, which has resulted from the Advisory Panel’s using the]~

planned press release procedure rather than the time honored lawful
process and procldure prohibiting expression of an opinion unti_____!l after, a
proposed expert has presented the full facts upon which that opinion is

based. Th~s presentation would include, especially, daily work sheets,
where as here, a special assignment was undertaken for the specific
purpos~ of e~]~re~;~ a~ o~Ju~o~. I rec~.l! to yo~ t~t opb~:~ ev~dc:~.ca
is [he least val~d kind of evidence and, because of its io~ estmte, many

smfe~ards have been deSeloped by experience to gumrd mgminst damage
from e~ress[on of unfolded opinion. Here, where the safeguards
were not afforded, their wisdom has been overwhelmingly demonstrated.

Over and over again, I have been told the Panel is made up of
specialists in acoustics rather than in tapes and tape recorders. The
biographies of the Panel members bear this out.

The Panel to date has after more than 2 months of work prepared

and presented nothing but Z press releases on ~he 18 !/4 minute gap. The
characterization is that of the Panel, not mine. See the Sealed Transcript

of Dec. 13, 1973 at pp. 9-10, "...the release here...would serve as a
public position.., the tw~ page release prepared by Mr. Bolt," and refer-
ence by Counsel to "the press release." See then the transcript of
January 15, 1974 at pages 8-9 stating in part:

"...We have written the report (i,e. 4 pages
plus one page of conclusions-and a diagram) i__n_n
a form such that if_you wish.to make the whole

_thing public.., this is the only report we are
turning in.

saA~qoJV leUO!leN aql ;e paonpoJdeE]
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"The Court: This has to do with the June 20th
tape ?

"..D.r.. Bolt:. Yes, and essentially the Buzz

section. It is W~’itten in a form so if y.ou
wish to release it, " (underlining supplied)

I was not notified of the December 13, 1974 Conference so I there-
fore had no opportunity to protest the Panel’s press re!ease. I did protest"
against the release of the Parcel’s prepare(] press release of Sanua~’y 15,
1974, prior to the Panel’s making of their records and work sheets avail-
able, as a violation of law. The Panel was under no deadline or other
requirement to cause them to present a press release rather than the
expected scientific study on 3"anuary 15,..1974. The conclusion is in-
escapable that the Panel intended publicity under circumstances which
would prevent anyone from exploring the validity and fairness of conclu-
sions carefully calculated and expressly designed to achieve the maximum
in press coverage. In fact, out of the many criticisms of the Panel, the
statement that rings loudest is that all the Panel has proved so far is their
expertise in achieving the utrnost in press attention. Their expertise on
tapes and tape recorders is yet to be established.

The wisdom of the legal rules which condemn and prevent thai: which
was done by the Panel here is beyond question. It ~vas upon these rules of
law that I based rny objections and renew them again.

The law is clear that an expert hired to make a technical study
and present an opinion may not be allowed to express that opinion unless
and until he producestestimony on voir dire presenting the facts and
records detailing the work he dia to arrive at that opinion.

The rationale offered to support this requirement is simply that,
without the underlying data, the value of an opinion ca.nnot be well
established. Wigrnore on Evidence §§562, 992 (3rd ed. 1940).

The case law reiterates this basic concept in its application to
numerous examples of expert testimony in both civil and criminal pro-
ceedings. For instance, in Wilson v. U.S._._:.., 350 F. 2d 901, 905 (I0 Cir.
1965) and U.S_.__u. v. 25.406 Acres of Land etc. in Arlingtou County, Virginiat
172 F. 2d 990 (4th Cir. 1949), cert. denied 337 U.S. 931 (1949), the con-
cept was applied to the testimony of expert appraisers in land conder~Q~ation
cases. Similarly, it has been held error to admit expert testimony devoid
of underlying data concerning grades and types of a product, U.S.v.
American Tobacco Co., 39 F. Supp. 957, 958 (D.C. Ky. 1941); the market
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share of a product in antitrust litigation, I-lerman Shwabe, Inc., v. United

Shoe Machinery Co.~p..., 297 F. 2d 906, 911 (2d Cir. 1962), cert. denied

369 U.~. 865 (1962), reh. denied 370 U.S. 920 (1962); the application of
the kinetic energy formula by a former professor of mechanical engineer-

ing, Mittleider v. Chicago and.N..y..Ry. Co., 413 F. 2d 77, 82-83 (8th
Cir., 1969); the political effect of positioning candidates names on ballot
by political scientist, Bohus v. Board of Election Commissioners, 447 F.
2d 821, 824 (7th Cir. 1971); and the source of an explosion and fire,

Gilbert v. Gulf Oil _CRyporati0n 175 F. 2d 705, 709 (4th Cir. 1949). In
Gilbert , the Court said:

"...it is obvious that the witness should not be
allowed to express an opinion on an inadequate
basis or in respect to facts which are not
disclosed to the jury." 175 F. 2d at 709.

The Mittleider case, supra, is especially instructive since it in-

volved the inadmissability of opinion testimony of an engineering professor

with "no actual experience" in the practical application material to the
case. 413 F. 2d at 82.

Perhaps nowhere is the concel~t of requiring experts to reveal the

factual basis of their opinions more pronouncec] than in the area of expert
medical testin~ony. In Pe’ters v. Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New York,

107 F. 2d 9 (3d Cir. 1939) cert. denied 309 U.S. 663 (1939), this issue
was fully treated with respect to a physician’s opinion as to "total disability".
The Court stated that a physician is nothing more than an "expert on

disease" and then went on to hold:

"It is plain that no amount of expertness will
enable [the trier of fact] to accomplish the

impossible and draw an inference from an
unknown fact. This logical impasse h~s led
to the rule requiring disclosure of the data

from which an expert opinion is formed. "
107 F. 2d at II.

Accord: Giffin v. Ensign, 234 F. 2d 307, 315 (3d Cir. 1956).

The District Court in Peters v. Mutual Life Insurance Coo of New
York 26 F. Supp. 50 (M.D. Pa., 1939), stated that an expert "may not

base [an opinion] on what someone told him nor on an undisclosed history
of the case. ’~ 26 F. Supp. at 53 (emphasis added). This is exactly what
the Advisory Panel did in this case, in limiting its inquiry to two Uher
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5000’s. Mr. McKnight made this admission:

"We were originally led to believe these were
the machines of contention and we, therefore,
concentrated our attention on playing the two
Uhers and amongst the several Sonys. )’ ~Tr.
2715, emphasis added).

Parenthetically, it would be interesting to know who led the Panel to be-

lieve their n~.andate was to prove that only Miss "~Voods and her Uher 5000
could have caused the 18 1/4 minute gap.

:~Vith respect to expert medical testimony in crin]inal proceedings,
the District of Columbia Circuit pioneer,cd the broadened approach to the
use of expert testimony in the field of psychiatry. In that area, it has,
frequently had to deal with the problem of testimony which gives the ex-
pert’s conclusion but not the underlying facts and premises. In every
instance, the Circuit has inveighed against the dangers that arise when

the function of the trier of fact is usurped by the presentation of mere
conclusions.

The danger is especially great where, as here, the expert is

testifying as to an u!ti~atc issue for ~]~e trier. The Panel has stated
conclusions on questions of the responsibility of a particular machine
for a particular act or acts and the manual operation of that machine in
a pre-determined scenario. Circuit Judge Burger strongly condemned
the circumstance thus presented to the trier:

"...~baffled by the intricacies of expert discourse
and unintelligible technical jargon [it] may be
tempted to abdicate independent analysis of the
facts on which the opinion rests; this i~ also likely
where the opinion giver is a skilled forensic per-
former." Blocker v. United States, 110 U.S. App.

D.C. 41, 51, 288 F. 2d 853, 863 (enbanc 1961)
(concurring opinion of Judge Burger).

In United States v. Brawner, 153 U.S. App. D.C. I, 26, 471 F. 2d
969, 9.o4 (en banc 1972) the Court referred to "our many decisions con-
templating that expert testimony on this subject will be accompanied~by

presentation of the facts and premises underlying the opinions and conclu-
sions of the experts." See, e.g., Durh.am v. United States, 94 U.S. App.
D.C. 228 214, F. 2d 862 (1954); Carter v. United States, 102 U.S. App. D.C.
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227, 252 F. 2d 608 (1957); MacDonald v. United States, 114 U.S. App.

D.C. 120, 312 F. 2d 847 (en bane 1962); ~VCashing~on v. United States,
129 U.~. App. D.C. 29, 390 F. 2d 444 (1967). In revising the insanity
test which had encouraged bare conclusions from the experts, the Court
cited the above passage from then Judge Burger as an incisive recogni-
tion of the core problem, incorporated it into its holding, and gave its
proscription the force of law. 153 U.S. App. D.C. I, iI, 26, 471 F. 2d
969, 979, 994. Expert testimony may not be presented without being ac-
companied by its u~,~.de~qyi~g. data.

On January 18, the l~ane! stated that they had developed "a tre-
rnend0us, a~._ount of technical data" which they eonten~plated xvas material
they coLdd "gradually bring out as appropriate and necessary." The Panel
"deliberately didn’t take that extra ~hree weeks to write it up on paper. "
(Transcript January 18, page 12).                                           "~

I urgently sL~bmit that, with so much at stal~e, cur cherished
constitutional liberties should not be brushed aside because of this
Panel’s desire to do a superficial job and to rush to the media under
circumstances which cast grave doubt on their impartiality and ex-

pertise, and which crea~e a susp~.cion of a cover-up of vital facts and
errors. Unrevealed in the Panel’s press release was the mechanical
defect which led the Pane~; without consent or approval of any kind, to

vastly change Court Exhibit 60, a machine my client brought to Court
to prove her innocence. Thus did the Panel tinker with and destroy
vital evidence. Dr. "~Veiss testified:

"In repairing and replacing it [the diode bridge
rectifier] we, of necessity, had to open up the

interior, the contents of the recorder, and open
several panels, close them again and tighten
down screws and, quite conceivably, for example,

may have tightened a ground connection to a point
where it was n~aking more firm contact than pre-
viously." ’(Tr. 2241) (emphasis added).

It is clear that the Panel do not know what alterations of Exhibit
60 they may have caused in their fiddling, tightening and adjusti.ng. How-
ever, it is clear that no one can now replace Exhibit 60 in the exact
condition it was in on October I, 1973, nor on Noven~ber 26 when my
client brought it to Court, because of the Panel’s tampering.

Not only did the Panel destroy vital evidence. The Panel also
admits uncertainty as to the extent of the destruction:

7
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"Yhe only thing we can say is subsequent to the
repair of the machine it failed to buzz in a

distinctive manner. Whether it was the rectifier

or some other repair that took place without our
realizing it at the time, we cannot s.ay with any
certainty.." (Sealed Transcript 28, January 15,
1974) (emphasis added).

One is led to wonder what other such concealed:material facts
exist in the dally werk papers of each of the 6 Panelis{s. The desire to
close off and -~)revent leg!~tirnate inqul.ry by instructions to go. on to other
things and never turn in their daily and other work records on this matter

are in clear violation of the law. Every sense of fairness, and equity,
cry out for full disclosure now. On all other matter~ there has been a
rush to the media and to apply a different rule to the Panel’s work she"ets

is a. flat denial of equal protection of the law.

The longer the Panel holds back on disclosure, the greater grows
the suspicion that there is some major defect or some major error they
are covering up. It is standard practice for qualified scientists to pre-
pare daily work sheets and then to assern.b].e them to back up their conclu-
sions. Why it is so difficult for the Panel to assemble and to reveal these
here cannot help but creatb an ever growing doubt.

The Panel from its press releases seems to have devoted a majority
of its time to the "Buzz". However, a few questions cast such doubt on
that part of their conclusions that Mr. Bolt, on behalf of the entire Panel,
asked permission to resume the ~vitness chair to volunteer:

"In our view, the presence or absence of buzz
and the exact source of the buzz is essentially.
irrelevant to the issue we are looking at tech-
nically." (Tr. 2238, 2710) (emphasis added).

This leaves only the Panel’s claims about the uniqueness of the
quartet marks which they claim are on the tape. Here also the Panel
admits other machines could have similar erase heads which could have
made such n%arks (Tr. 2622, 2623, 2715). The Panel admits it made no
tests of other n~_achines (Tr. 2621, 2715). Clearly, the Panel members

did not then realize the effect of the malfunctioning which their press~ re-
lease fa[!s to disclose but to which they now attribute the now "irrelevant"
Buzz. Ln facz, the lack of -knowledge by the Panel of the differences and
similarities of a Uher 5000 and a Uher 4000 (Tr. 2263, 2714-2715) seems
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to have caused those knowledgeable as to tape recorders to wonder as to

their acquaintance with tape recorders.

Had Ibeen present at your Conference, I would have presented the

attached report from Dektor Counterintelligence and Security, Inc. This
report ~establishes that the defective diode the Panel removed could have
caused all 9 marks on the tape without human intervention, contrary to

the Panel’s press release claims. Such power failure is a much more
reasonable explanation of 9 n]ar~s, with the co1~plete and incon~plete
n_arks caused b-f greater or lass power input due to this defect.

I would have presented the Dektor report as evidence of the

absolute necessity for full disclosure of the underlying work data by the
Panel. Debtor is ~erely one of ~an:~ volunteers vcho have come forth to
indicate errors in the Panel’s press release which was printed, as d~signe~l,
in nearly every newspaper in the United States and in many other nations,

as well as shown on most TV stations.

Those ~vho do work and their supporters are always impatient and

disturbed at having their work called into question° This Court’s session
on Sanuary 18, 1974, at the request of the Panel, demonstrates the natural
reaction of the Panel. But equality under the la~v is one of our greatest
constitutional principles. :.My client brought everything she had to this
Court to prove her innocence. This Court owes her that equal treatment
which is her constitutional right. The Court should order the Panel forth-
with to stop stalli.ng and to disclose what they did or did not do. Let them
also bring their records into Court, or they should be ordered to withdraw
their entire press release as "irrelevant. "’

The genesis of this proceeding in the nature of a trial was a secret
report to this Court on November 21, 1973. White House Counsel (who
were also her Counsel in this and many other matters~ reported that Miss
Woods caused the 18 1/4 gap and not accidentally. They offered Mr.
Haldeman’s memorandum as theirproof that Watergate was discussed in
the gap~ Ho~vever, it is we.ll to remember that it was Miss Woods who
brought the Haldeman memorandum (Ex. 61) to Court, in order to give to
this Court every shred of information she had. Based upon this report,
it was stated that obstruction of justice and contempt of court wer.e involved.

It was even suggested:

"... We will have to get Miss Woods back on
the stand...let the experts hear the testimony.
They might be in a better position to come up
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with sonde ansxvers. " (Tr. l l; repeated in

substance, Tr. 13)

The Advisory Panel’s representatives were then presented to the Court
along with an undisclosed "draft proposal" I have never seen. Apparent-
ly no testimony except that of Miss ~Voods was ever given to the Panel so
their task was apparently to prove she was responsible for the gap.

The nature and extent of participation by White House and Special ¯
Prosecutor la~,vyers in the Panel’s work is another undisclosed area for
inquiry. Since no written or oral instructions to the Panel have ever
been revealed, other than that implicit in the directions to focus upon nay
client so as to support a preconceived conclusion by developing proof
against her, this area is most important. If Counsel stood over the Panel
to be sure it came back with the "right" conclusions, the reasons for a
"press release only" presentation become all the more clear. (See Tro 8,
transcript of Dec. 13, 1973). This again is why the Panel must be ordered
to reveal publicly their day-by-day work sheets and other data under the
lave as set forth above.

I0

R e spe ctfully,

CSR

Charles S. Rhyne

Enclosure



IN TIIE D~I’£ED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUb[BIA

IN RE GRAND JURY SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM ]
ISSUED TO RICHARD M. NIXON, OR A~\~
SUBORDINATE OFFICER, OFFICIAL, OR ]
EMPLOYEE WITII CUSTODY OR CONTROL OF
CERTAIN DOCUmeNTS OR OBJECTS ]

Misc. No. 47-73

MEMORAND~.I

These proceedings, con~nenced on October 31, 1973, have to

date produced approximately 2800 pages of testimony by twenty-three

separate witnesses, and nearly 200 exhibits of every description.

The objective throughout has been to determine whether anyone has

attempted by unlawful means to resist the grand jury subpoena duces

tecum of July 23, 1973 issued to the President.

The grand jury subpoena has been ruled valid and binding

on the President to an extent defined in the opinion of this Court

and that of the court of Appeals for this Circuit. The President

on October 23, 1973, stated through counsel that the subpoena would

be honored as required. Since that time, in three instances known

to the Court, there has been a failure to comply: the tape recording

of a June 20, 1972 telephone conversation, the tape recording of an

April 15, 1973 conversation, and an ii00 second portion of conversation

on a June 20, 1972 tape recording (sought under parts l.b., l.i., and

l.a. of the subpoena respectively) have not been produced for .i_n_

camera examination. As in any case where a party is required to

honor a subpoena and full compliance is not forthcoming, the failure

to produce may or may not be justified. ~ere such a question arises,

the Court generally pursues an investigation into the matter to

determine responsibility and justification.



In pursuing this central issue here, the testimony has

principally concerned what might be called three component issues:

(i) the chain of custody of subpoenaed materials, (2) the record of

access to those materials, and (3) the physical or technical integrity

of the s~bpoenaed matter. As suggested above, the investigation

has been both lengthy and involved, and in the Court’s opinion, not

yet conclusive. The proceedings have now arrived at a point where

the Court has essentially three choices regarding their future.

The Court might elect to terminate the hearings entirely without

additional testimony of any sort. As a second choice, the Court

could suspend the proceedings and reconunend to the Special Prosecutor

that he conduct a grand jury investigation of the entire matter.

Thirdly, the Court might proceed with additional evidence-gathering

in the hope of one day being able to finally resolve the compliance

issue. Of these alternatives, the Court has elected to follow the

second as the preferred course.

Analyzi~g the evidence now before it, the Court would

consider it a dereliction of duty to terminate the present inquiry

without further action of any sort. Substantial questions remain

unanswered. It would be inappropriate to thus abruptly terminate

a proceeding of this kind in any case, but particularly so in a case

possessing the significance of this one.

At the s~e time, the subject matter of these proceedings

does not appear capable of a simple or swifT~ resolution. There

remain to be delivered reports on the technical analysis of nine

tape recordings and possibly other materials as well. it appears

also that, lacking extensive out-of-court investigation at this

juncture, contin~e~j in-court hearings .can accomplish little. In

short, we have reached a point where the present fact-gathering

process is no longer an efficient one.

2 -



The final alternative, a referral to the Speci~l Prosecutor

for grand jury action, has affirmative characteristics to recommend

it. The grand jury, able to enlist the aid of court process, assisted

directly by the Special Prosecutor, and assisted indirectly by other

agencies, is uniquely equipped to conduct the sort of investigation

now required. ~nere allegations of wrongdoing arise, the grand jury

is the traditional institution charged with determining whether criminal

charges are warranted. It is the Court’s considered opinion that a

distinct possibility of unlawful conduct on the part of one or more

persons exists here. A grand jury should now determine whether indict-

ments are appropriate.

These statements cannot be construed as identifying any

particular wrongdoer or unlawful act. The Court refrains absolutely

from accusing any person or persons, and refrains as well from a final

conclusion that any illegal conduct has occurred. Rather, the Court

has concluded from the evidence now before it that the possibility

of unlawful tampering with or suppression of evidence is sufficiently

strong to merit grand jury scrutiny.

In view of the foregoing, then, the Court hereby strongly

recommends to the Special Prosecutor that he give iramediate and

serious consideration to opening a grand jury investigation into the

possibility of unlawful destruction of evidence and any related offenses.

It is suggested that the Special Prosecutor and grand jury consider the

entire record of these proceedings, and that they give attention as

well to future reports of the panel of experts treating additional

materials produced under the July 23rd subpoena. The Special

Prosecutor is free, of course, to incorporate within the investigation

any suggestion of tampering that ~related to evJde~ce i~ his possession

obtained independently of the instant subpoena. Shoui’d the Speci:-~l

Prosecutor choose to initiate an investigation as r~co~ended~ the

Court sees no need to co~tinue thence proceedi.ngs~ st le~st for the

present, and they would th.erefore be susp~nded.

3 -



The Court also takes this occasion to instruct the panel

of six experts, jointly selected by %~q-~ite House counsel and the

Special Prosecutor and appointed by the Court, to continue their

analysis of the nine remaining tape recordings and a~y other

subpoenaed items that may be submitted to them for testing. Their

work is to continue subject to the same restrictions and procedures

that have applied heretofore. They will report from time to time,

as they deem appropriate, to the Court, White House counsel and the

Special Prosecutor in joint conference. The Court and counsel

express their appreciation to all members of the panel for their

diligence, and urge~ them to conclude their work at the earliest

practicsble time.

These proceedings are now declared recessed, and will be

deemed suspended indefinitely should the Special Prosecutor commence

the recommended grand jury investigation.

Chief 2udge

January ~ (i,.~ ’ 1974


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	


